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Evan Penny

Please join us for the opening of Evan Penny’s exhibition,
Thursday, October 28th, 2004, 5:00 - 7:00 pm.

Artist in attendance.

Exhibition continues through to November 13th, 2004.

www.trepanierbaer.com

Back of Norb (Variation 1), 2004 silicone, pigment, hair, aluminum 69 x 64 x 13 cm.

Evan Penny
New Works

October 15th – November 13th, 2004.

TrépanierBaer is pleased to feature five new wall mounted sculptures and several
large format colour photographs by artist Evan Penny, through to November 13th.
Running concurrent with the “Absolutely Unreal” exhibition at the Glenbow Museum
– a twenty year survey exhibition organized and circulated by Museum London –
Penny’s new work at TBG continues to explore the relationship between sculpture
and photography and the ever changing and unstable boundaries between reality
and illusion.

Often described as “unsettling”, “hyper-real”, “uncanny,” and “absolutely unreal”,
Penny’s highly mimetic sculpture depicting the back of heads, (Back of Jay, 2004)
twice life size frontal bust (No One In Particular # 3, Series 2), and stretched anamorphs
(Skew, 2004), confound our sense of space, proportion and scale, and invite us into the
wondrous qualities of artifice that the hyper real evokes. Although spectacular,
Penny’s work is not filled with cynicism and spectacle for the sake of spectacle but
rather full of the intimacy of human expression that reflects the artist’s deep desire to
express something of the human condition.

Evan Penny is Canada’s premier figurative sculptor. Born in South Africa in 1953 his
family immigrated to Canada in 1964. He grew up in Edmonton and later moved to
Calgary where he studied at the Alberta College of Art and Design . Since completing
undergraduate and post graduate studies (1978) Penny has worked in Canada and
maintained a personal vision producing work that has placed him at the forefront of
the discourse surrounding realism and conceptual representation. His work is shown
widely both in Canada and abroad and is collected by many of this country’s major
institutions and by collectors worldwide.

A beautiful and insightful sixty three page colour catalogue titled, “Evan Penny,
Absolutely Unreal” published by Museum London is available for $29.99.

For more information please contact Yves Trépanier or Kevin Baer at
(403) 244-2066, or email info@tbg1.com
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